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Matthew Kirsch
United States Attorney
Department of Justice
1801 California Street
Suite 1600
Denver Colorado 80202

April 24, 2017

Re: Kenneth Harmon

Dear Mr. Kirsch
My name is xxxxxxxxxxxxxx. I am a securities attorney admitted to and in good standing with the xxxxxxxState
Bar. I routinely handle matters before the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "SEC") and have had a long
history of satisfactory dealings with the SEC and Federal Bureau of Investigation. I bring these matters to your
attention and respectfully request that you investigate the handling of the case Fusion Phann, Inc, ("FSPM") Guy
M. Jean-Pierre ("Jean-Pierre' ), Scott Dittman ("Dittman"), William Sears ("Sears"), Tod Ditommaso
("Ditommaso") and Frederick M. Lehrer ("Lehrer"), by Assistant United States Attorney, Kenneth Harmon.
I was a whistleblower to the SEC and Department of Justice in connection with a matter captioned Securities &
Exchange Commission v Big Apple Consulting USA et al (Civil Action No. 09-cv-1963 (M.D. Fla) (JA). In
connection with that matter, among other things I was approached by Marc Jablon ("Jablon") and Mark Kaley
("Kaley") who controlled a stock promotion firm known as Big Apple Consulting to engage in criminal activity as
lawyer for an issuer and its principal. Jablon, Kaley, and Big Apple Consulting are referred to herein as "Big
Apple''. I refused to engage in the crimes proposed. This advice included that opinions rendered by Jean-Pierre
were baseless and unJawful. The client became a whistleblower to the SEC and provided the SEC and FBI with
information about Big Apple. In the course of my review of the Big Apple matter, I found hundreds of penny stock
companies/tickers manipulated by Big Apple. In connection therewith, Jean-Pierre and other complicit attorneys
provided baseless opinions as to the legality of the transactions.
It also is clear that because of the mishandling of the Big Apple and FSPM investigations by Kenneth Harmon, I will
never have retribution.
After the baseless civil suit and Florida Bar complaint filed against me by Big Apple were dismissed, I was asked to
be a government witness during the penalty phase of the case against Big Apple to discuss the retaliation I endured.
During the Big Apple matter, I was represented by another lawyer and Lehrer who assisted me in reporting issuers,
I have not had meaningful
attorneys including Jean-Pierre and other Big Apple associates to regulators.
communications with Lehrer for almost five years because of among otber things, his long history of erratic and
unethical behavior and abuse of prescription drug medication.
My referrals resulted in the discovery and reporting of Jean-Pierre's forgery of more than 100 baseless legal
opinions. It also resulted in an SEC judgment against him in the Southern District of New York (Civil Action No.
12-CV-8886). The referrals also led to enforcement actions by FINRA against two brokerage finns who accepted
the forged opinions, one of which was expelled from the industry, SEC actions against issuers and other attorneys.
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Guidelines, which are located on the Internet at www.otcmarkets.com, and (iv) has been posted
through the OTC Disclosure and News Service.
To fully explain Lehrer's conflict, a timeline of the overlapping referrals of Complainant and the indictment
and SEC charges against Sears, Dittman and FSPM is below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

On March 29, 2013, the SEC received penalties against Marc Jablon in the case in which Lehrer
represented Complainant. Jean Pierre was general counsel to Jablon and provided baseless legal
opinions many of which were forged.
In August 2013,begins representing Sears,Dittman and FSPM where Jean-Pierre was a
corporate officer and general counsel.
In approximately September of2013,the SEC and FBI in Denver begin investigating
FSPM.
On January 13, 2014, Jean-Pierre is disbarred by the Florida Supreme Court based upon
Complaint's referral-Lehrer was Complainant's attorney.
In May of2014,the Denver SEC suspended trading ofFSPM.
On January 29,2015,Lehrer provided testimony in the Denver SEC case.
On March 9, 2015, the New York SEC obtained a civil judgment and life time penny stock bar
against Jean-Pierre in connection with his forged opinions that Lehrer assisted Complainant in
reporting.
On May 29,2015,Lehrer provided testimony a second time in the Denver SEC case.
On August 16,2016,FINRA filed a case against Delaney Capital, the broker-dealer who
accepted Jean-Pierre's forged opinions based upon Complainant's referral that Lehrer had
assisted Complainant in investigating and reporting.
In September of2016,Sears and Dittman were indicted for securities fraud by the U.S.
Attorney's Office in Denver.
On December 15,2016,FINRA entered into a settlement with Gary Hume and ACAP
financial who accepted the forged opinions of Jean-Pierre that Lehrer had assisted
Complainant in investigating and reporting.

Lehrer should be sanctioned for his myriad of conflicts and dishonest behavior particularly the lies in his
SEC testimony. His testimony "evade[ d] the proper functioning of the legal system[, which] has been
found to constitute clearly dishonest conduct that adversely reflects on a lawyer's fitness to
practice law" Fla. Bar v. Cohen,908 So.2d 405,411 (Fla.2005). His flagrant abuse of the law
demonstrates a serious character flaw and merits a severe sanction such as disbarment. The harm to
the public is demonstrated by the harm he caused Plaintiffs ongoing whistleblower referrals, the
approximately $10 million of investor losses caused by Lehrer's baseless FSPM tradability opinions and
the indictment of Sears and Dittman who relied upon Lehrer's advice.
I respectfully request that you take appropriate action against Lehrer.
Thank You,
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. For the Firm
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